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far cry 4 is a first-person shooter video
game developed by ubisoft montreal
and released in 2013 for microsoft

windows, xbox 360 and playstation 3. it
is the fourth installment in the far cry
series developed by ubisoft montreal
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and is the first installment of the series
to have players travel to and explore a
tropical island in the indian ocean off

the east coast of africa and surrounding
islands as the main setting. you can run

far cry 4 on most pc hardware. the
game also features a "hero" mode
where the player is an agent of the

united states government who has to
escape the island while fighting

enemies. far cry 4 is the first installment
to feature an "agent" mode, where the
player plays through the main story as

the main character, ajay ghale, having a
customizable character with its own
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specific set of weapons, powers, and
equipment to deal with the enemy. the

game's weapon upgrade system
provides for different classes of

weapons, which are locked when a class
is unlocked. on march 24, 2015, the
game received a major update; new

versions of the game were released for
playstation 4 and xbox one, as well as
for windows pc. this content update
included new features such as a new

guns and the ability to swap weapons, a
new map called prison, a new incursion

mode that allows players to play the
game in an open environment, and new
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maps such as boiler and temple, a new
weapon called the claymore, and new

gameplay features such as the ability to
lock your crosshair, the ability to enter

and exit most objects, and the new
agent mode. other features include the
addition of streaming, the ability to add

and edit missions, and a new loading
screen. new maps are also included in
this update, such as the new rooftop

map called sandbox, the new warzone,
a new map called cannon, and the new

medium-sized map called factory.
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forthcoming game updates will
introduce performance optimizations
and image quality enhancements, in

addition to the far cry 4 nvidia
hairworks update, which will add cuddly
yaks and vicious, yet oh so fluffy tigers

to kyrat, to name but two examples.
details of these updates will be posted
on ubisoft's announcements page, and

there'll be more about hairworks on
geforce.com upon release. evga's #1

nvidia partner for pc. geforce
experience. news & notice. geforce
experience connects you to nvidias

cloud datacenter to download optimal
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game settings tailored to your pc based
on your cpu, gpu, and monitor. geforce

gtx logo, geforce, kepler, sli, txaa,
physx, and cuda are registered

trademarks and/or. forthcoming game
updates will introduce performance

optimizations and image quality
enhancements, in addition to the far cry

4 nvidia hairworks update, which will
add cuddly yaks and vicious, yet oh so
fluffy tigers to kyrat, to name but two

examples. details of these updates will
be posted on ubisoft's announcements

page, and there'll be more about
hairworks on geforce.com upon release.
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evga north america's #1 nvidia partner.
geforce experience. news & notice.
geforce experience connects you to

nvidias cloud datacenter to download
optimal game settings tailored to your

pc based on your cpu, gpu, and
monitor. geforce gtx logo, geforce,

kepler, sli, txaa, physx, and cuda are
registered trademarks and/or..
forthcoming game updates will

introduce performance optimizations
and image quality enhancements, in

addition to the far cry 4 nvidia
hairworks update, which will add cuddly
yaks and vicious, yet oh so fluffy tigers
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to kyrat, to name but two examples.
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